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Schools should use a variety of measures and analysis to conduct its annual GAP report pursuant to KRS 158.649. 
Complete the Achievement Gap Group spreadsheet and attach it.
Please see "Woodland Achievement Gap Group Spreadsheet for eProve"

ATTACHMENTS
Please be sure to upload the files in the Attachments section at the end of the diagnostic.

Phase Three: Closing the Achievement Gap Diagnostic

I. Achievement Gap Group Identification 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7A6n8V1dmUOWFNKY2dSTTFibjA/view?usp=sharing
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A. Describe the school's climate and culture as they relate to its gap population.
WOodland has seen a growth in enrollment the last two school years. We grew by 105 students 
through a redistricting from a nearby elementary school. The additional growth was from within the 
community. Our staff had a difficult time keeping up with the emotional needs of the additional 
students and we also saw a growth in both classroom and office behaviors. Our demographic 
makeup is white, african american, hispanic, asian, american indian or alaska native, native 
hawaiian or other pacific islander, two or more races (now our majority demographic), English 
Learners.

B. Analyzing gap trends and using specific data from the previous two academic years, which gaps has the 
school successfully closed and which ones persist? Use the work steps below to answer.
While growth is an area of strength in all areas, unfortunately, within the past two academic years, 
no gaps have successfully closed completely.

C. Based upon the analysis of the gap data, identify the gap groups and content areas where the school has 
shown improvement.
At Woodland, ALL Gap groups have shown improvement in both reading and math. Unfortunately, 
gaps have not closed.

D. Based upon the analysis of the gap data, identify the gap groups and content areas where the school has 
lacked progression or regressed.
Reading: Economically disadvantaged, disability with IEP, White Math: Economically 
disadvantaged, disability with IEP, White Writing: Economically disadvantaged, disability with IEP, 
White

E. Describe in detail the school's professional development plan and extended school services plan as related to 
its achievement gaps.
(Note: Schools that missed any gap target the previous school year need documentation of superintendent 
approval of PD and ESS plans as related to achievement gaps. Schools missing the same target two 
consecutive years will be reported to the local board and the Commissioner of Education, and their school 
improvement plans will be subject to review and approval by KDE).

Please see the attached PD Plan and the attached PD Staff Survey.

ATTACHMENTS
Please be sure to upload the files in the Attachments section at the end of the diagnostic.

F. Describe the processes, practices and/or conditions that have prevented the school from closing existing and 
persistent achievement gaps.
The inability to respond appropriately to disruptive behavior has caused interruptions in instruction. 
During the 17-18 school year, Woodland's PBIS team met regularly to identify and discuss problem 
behaviors and how to respond appropriately. Unfortunately, the staff found themselves responding 
to behaviors more than proactively approaching identified barriers.

G. Describe the process used to involve teachers, leaders, and other stakeholders in the continuous 
improvement and planning process as it relates to closing the achievement gap. List the names and roles of 
strategic partners involved.
Woodland has 8 Leadership Action Teams (formerly SBDM committees) that meet monthly to 
discuss and create plans within the CSIP. Implementation and Impact checks took place at least 

II. Achievement Gap Analysis
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three times. The Action Teams are: Professional Learning, Student Learning, Family Learning, 
Leadership Environment, Shared Leadership, Leadership Events, School-wide Goal Achievement, 
Student-Led Achievement. PBIS Team - Ashley Brus (AP), Shannon Powell (1st grade teacher), 
Cindy Miller (2nd grade), Becky Signorino (3rd grade), Shawn Dunaway (4th grade), Christine 
Birch (5th grade), Denise Kersey (PASS Coach), James Foster (related arts), Eileen Townsend 
(guidance counselor), Shameka Hardin (FRC), Trish Riddell (behavior interventionist), Dawn 
Tarquinio (prinicpal). Student Learning Action Team (SBDM Committee) - Jeanine Kispert, Lauren 
Martin, Kristen Richardson, Melissa Smith. Family Resource Center Advisory Council- Avis Snyder 
(Cradle School Contact), Tia Wilson (parent), Tiffany Williams (parent), Mikaya Garner (parent), 
Gloria Fite (All Nations Church), Carrie Stalcup (parent), Eileen Townsend (Guidance Counselor), 
Shameka Hardin (FRC Coordinator). Leadership Team - Shameka Hardin (FRC), Eileen 
Townsend (guidance counselor), Ashley Brus (assistant principal), Dawn Tarquinio (principal) 
SBDM - Michele Tobias (parent), Donna Slatton (teacher), Barbara Cornett (teacher), Jennifer 
Ford (teacher), Ashley Brus (assistant principal), Dawn Tarquinio (principal).
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Gap Goals
List all measurable goals for each identified gap population and content area for the current school year. This 
percentage should be based on trend data identified in Section II and based on data such as universal 
screeners, classroom data, ACT, and Response to Intervention (RTI). Content areas should never be 
combined into a single goal (i.e., Combined reading and math should always be separated into two goals – 
one for reading and one for math – in order to explicitly focus on strategies and activities tailored to the goal).

Proficiency Goals: Increase the percent of students scoring proficient/distinguished in reading from 
34% to 64% by 2023 Increase the percent of students scoring proficient/distinguished in math from 
26% to 66%% by 2023 Separate Academic Goals: Increase the percent of students scoring 
proficient/distinguished in science from 11% to 71% by 2023 Increase the percent of students 
scoring proficient/distinguished in writing from 20% to 70% by 2023 Increase the percent of 
students scoring proficient/distinguished in social studies from 30% to 70.0% by 2023 Gap Goal - 
Reduce the percent of students in the disability gap group who score novice in reading from 60% 
to 30% or less by 2023 Reduce the percent of students in the disability gap group who score 
novice in math from 54% to 29% or less by 2023 Reduce the percent of students in the 
economically disadvantaged gap group who score novice in reading from 42% to 27% or less by 
2023 Reduce the percent of students in the economically disadvantaged gap group who score 
novice in math from 40% to 26% or less by 2023 Reduce the percent of students in the white gap 
group who score novice in reading from 33% to 18% or less by 2023 Reduce the percent of 
students in the white gap group who score novice in math from 33% to 18% or less by 2023 
Growth Goal - Increase the combined reading and math growth indicator from 47.1 to 67.1 by 
2023. Transition Goal - By 2023, Woodland Elementary School will increase the percentage of 
students successfully transitioning at entry/exit points by participating in transition activities.

ATTACHMENTS
Please be sure to upload the files in the Attachments section at the end of the diagnostic.

Closing the Gap
Step 1: Download the Closing the Achievement Gap Summary spreadsheet. 
Step 2: Complete your findings and answers. 
Step 3: Upload the Completed Closing the Achievement Gap Plan Summary spreadsheet.

See attached Achievement Gap Summary spreadsheet.

ATTACHMENTS
Please be sure to upload the files in the Attachments section at the end of the diagnostic.

III. Planning the Work

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6i22i6omk4ySmUtTHZuSVRFazQ/view?usp=sharing
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Attachment Name Description Item(s)

Annual Goal Setting
Annual Goal Setting II.E

Woodland Achievement Gap Group 
Spreadsheet

"Woodland Achievement Gap Group Spreadsheet for eProve" I

Woodland Elementary PD Planning
Woodland Elementary PD Planning II.E

Woodland PD Plan Staff Survey
Woodland PD Plan Staff Survey II.E

ATTACHMENT SUMMARY


